
Benji Johnson Catching®

What To Expect: 
A BJC catching camp is like no other catching 
camp you have been a part of.  This is not just a 
“drop the kids off for a few hours” camp.  We will be 
in the classroom with a presentation, educating 
catchers on proper defensive movements as well as 
relationship and leadership qualities of a catcher.  
Teaching them how to interact with their pitchers as 
well as the umpires.  In addition to the classroom 
section of the camp, we will be going over proper, 
high level catcher movements for receiving, 
blocking, throwing, footwork to bases, stances, and 
more.


 Discussion will include: 
Leadership skills 
Receiving skills 
Blocking skills 
Stance variations 
Throwing mechanics 

WARMUP/DRILLS will include: 
Proper stretching for catchers for hip mobility, 
ankle mobility, and all around flexibility  
Receiving drills will focus on proper use of the 
hand and body, how to catch curve balls, 
catching in different locations, swaying, 
funneling, framing, sticking, hand softness, and 
ball presentation to the umpire 
Blocking drills will focus on form as well as 
speed, rhythm, timing, and being athletic behind 
the plate 
Mentally we will teach catchers how to have 
their minds "turned on" and be in "control" so 
that they can make calculated decisions behind 
the plate at all times 
Throwing drills will focus on proper throwing 
form as well as accuracy, direction, timing, and 
quickness.   

Everything You Need To 
Know: 
Location:  
Triple Crown Valparaiso 

Baseball & Softball Training Center 
2902 Cascade Drive 
Valparaiso, IN 46383
Dates:  
Saturday, April 8th

Ages and Times:  
8-12 year olds 9am-12:00pm

13-18 year olds 2pm-5:00pm

What To Bring: 
Full Catcher’s Gear

Protective Cup

Sports Drink

Baseball Attire

Sneakers

Cleats

Journal and Pen

Player Cost: 

$159 (By March 1st)

$169 (By March 15th)

$179 (After March 15th)

Coach Observance Cost: $59

Where To Direct Questions: Send all questions to 
benjijohnsoncatching@yahoo.com

Where To Sign Up: benjijohnsoncatching.com, 
click on “camps” then click “Indiana” 
Who Is Invited: Everyone who wants to be or 
already is a catcher.  We recommend some 
experience for the 13-18 year old age group.  For 
the 9-12 year old age group there is no experience 
required. 

When To Arrive: We ask that you arrive 30 minutes 
prior to the start of the camp and no later than 10 
minutes before. 

Why Benji Johnson Catching?: We like to do 
things a little different.  We take pride in 
professionalism and teaching the position the way 
that we do it at the highest levels of baseball.  We 
don’t believe in cookie cut baseball rather we 
believe that each athlete is an individual and needs 
to learn how to maximize their individual talents.  It 
is our mission to equip young catchers with the 
best catching information that is typically only 
known by those at the highest levels of the game.  
We want to enable catchers all over the country to 
start their catching journey with the proper 
techniques and enhance those who have already 
begun their journey behind the plate.  Not only do 
we want to give them the physical tools they need 
to excel but we are passionate about the mental 
skills necessary to compete not only behind the 
plate but in life as well and we want to offer that 
knowledge to catchers everywhere.    

Meet Your Instructor: 

Benji Johnson: 

Benji is the camp coordinator and the leader/
creator of Benji Johnson Catching.  Benji is 
originally from a small town in North Carolina 
where he first started his career behind the 
plate at 9 years old.  He spent three years 
playing for the top ranked Tar Heels at The 
University of North Carolina from 2004-2007, 
making two trips to the College World Series 
in 2006 and 2007, finishing second to Oregon 
State both years.  Benji was a top catching 
prospect in the country coming out of high 
school and college and was drafted by the 
Atlanta Braves in 2007.  He then spent the 
next 7 years playing baseball at the 
professional level with a number of minor 
league teams including time with the Braves 
and the Angels, reaching as high as AAA.  
Benji was fortunate to have had the 
opportunity to catch HOF pitcher John Smoltz 
during his stint with the Braves.  In 2013, Benji 
received his Bachelor’s Degree in Exercise 
and Sport Science from the University of 
North Carolina.  The knowledge gained from 
UNC has helped him with his ability to train 
catchers from not only a baseball standpoint 
but also a scientific standpoint.  After his 
playing career, Benji began Benji Johnson 
Catching® and began traveling the country 
hosting catcher specific training camps and is 
currently authoring his first book on catching.  
He has trained catchers from all ages, some 
as young as 7.  Benji has the unique ability to 
connect with younger kids and make the 
information understandable while also being 
able to teach the position in great detail and 
complexity to his college and MiLB clients.  
You can find out more at 
www.benjijohnsoncatching.com or follow him 
on instagram @benjijohnsoncatching or on 
Facebook at Benji Johnson Catching.  
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